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IN'rRODUC'l'ION 

Many of the major harbors on ·the northea[;t: coast: of the 

United St:ates require ext:ensiv0. dredging of rna·terial 1:hat_ is con

Laminated wi t.h industrial waste p:coducLs f pd.nci.pally heavy metals 

and PCBs. Because of the large qu.antities to be dredged, the lack 

of suitable upland or shore line disposal sites, and the prohibitive 

costs of t~·ansport beyond the continental shelf, placem("nt: of these 

sediments on the shelf is often the only viable met.hod of disposal. 

During the past several years, attempts have been made to isolate 

small amount.s of this material by covering it with cleaner material 

through specific management teChniques such as dredging from the 

head to ·the mou·th of an estuary, dredging docks and other "hot:" 

spots during the ini·tial phases of the operation, and combining 

Ii' 

clean material from nearby dredging operations a1: a common disposal 

point.· 'rhe success of ·these procedures has led to the development. of 

"capping" operations in which larger volumes of contaminated mat.erials 

are dumped at a specific point and then covered with cleaner material 

as part of a carefully managed and monitored pro9ram of dredge spoil 

disposal. 

One such capping operation has been conducted by the 

New England Division of the u.s. Army Corps of Engineers, and 

several other capping procedures have been proposed for ongoing 

and future disposal operations.· ~:'he purpose of this testimony is 

to describe the results of the New England operation and to discuss, 

the feasibility, costs and possible ecological effects to be expected 

in future capping operations. 

STAMFORD-NEW HAVEN CAPPING OPERA~'ION 

'rhe extreme shoaling conditions existing in Stamford and 

New Haven harbors required that dredging of these areas be conducted 

during 1979 to insure passage of commercial and particularly oil 

related traffic to termainals in those ci t:ies. Because bulk sediment 

analyses indicated that sediment origina1:ing from Stamford Harbor 

would be rich in heavy metals, management procedures were initiated 

·to '''cap'' tneBtamfot-d'.'materialwith si.ltand sand from New Haven 

Harbor. ~'he objectiv;l;,s of these capping procedures were t.O isolate 



the enriched material from the benthic fauna and the overlying 

water column and to evaluate the relad.ve merits of sand and silt 

as capping materials in ·terms of coverage, stability, effecti.veness 

in i.solating con·taminants and recolonization potential. 

Monitoring of the disposal operation was conducted as part 

of the Disposal A:t'ea Monitoring System (DAMOS) and consisted of 

precision bathymetric mapping of spoil distribution, visual obsorva

t.ions of t:he spoil surface and margins, chemical comparisons of 

spoil and natural sediment and sampling of benthic populati.ons for 

recolonizat.ion and bioaccumulation studies. 

Baseline s·tudies of all these parameters we.re made prior ·to 

disposal. Heplicate precision bathymetric surveys, diver observations 

and chemical sampling were used during the disposal operation to 

moni·tor the volume and distribution of Stamford spoil a·t the 

disposal site,to manage the capping operation insuring coverage of 

the enriched spoils and to measure the thickness and dist.ribution 

of capping material. Following disposal, additional replicate 

surveys were made and are. continuing to monitor the st:ability of 

the spoil mounds created and to assess the long term effectiveness 

of the capping procedu.re. 

The precision bathymetric survey moni·toring procedures 

combined with the diver observation have resulted in data which 

represent a significant improvement over previous disposal monitoring 

efforts for several reasons including: 1) use of precision navigation 

control to survey at 25 meter lane spacing, 2) the nearly flat 

bottom available t.o provide a baseline datum, 3) the applicat:ion of 

computer software to complete dat:a sets to provide better calibration 

be-tvleen surveys, 4) the careful management of the disposal operation 

to create topographic features for precision measurements of volume 

and 5) the ability to combine visual observations with physical 

measurements to more completely evaluate the environmental factors 

affecting the dredge material. 

Whether or not these conditions can be duplicated i.n otber 

areas will be seen in the future, however, this study.provides a 

unique opportunity to accurately measure spoil volumes and evaluate 

the importance of such environmental parameters. 



As described earlier the:ce were two major object.ives 1:0 be 

achieved ·through disposal 01'. spoils at. thE] Cen1:ra1. Lonq Island ::;i.t(!. 

(Figure 1) 'l'heBe were: 1) containment and isolation of St:amford 

spoils by capping with New Haven ma·te)~ial; and 2) an evalllat:i.on of 

the effectiveness of the pr:ocedure in general, with particnlar emphasis 

on t.-hEl effectiveness of sand versus silt as a cappinq mat.eriaL In 

order to comp<u'(~ the sand and silt. caps, ~cwo diBpor;a1 poinb, were 

desiqnated 1000 m north and south of the spoil mound c1:'eai:ed by the 

New Haven pro:iect in 1974 (Figure 1) 0 The sou1:h rdte waB designat.ed 

for cappinq wi·til silt from the inner harbm::' and the north sH:.e wi.t.:h 

[;and from l:he out.er break~lat.cr axea of New Haven Harbor. 'l'he 

North-South orien·l:ab.on was selec·ted since t.ida1. flow t.hrough the 

sita is in an east-weBt direction, thus potential effectB resulting 

from the oJ.der mound would be minimized. 

Precision disposal of F!tamford spoils was essential 1:0 

minimize their. areal dist..r:i.butj.on prior to capping ~ ~rhiB was 

accomplished t.hrol.lgh inst:al1.at:Lon of t.wo, i:alrt:···wire moored buoys 

at: the desiqnat.ed diBposal points usinS! a 'l'risponc1er: system for 

navigation con·l:ro1. Towboat operat.ors were t:hen insLrucLed 1:0 

d.i~;pose of maLerial close aboard t.he sout:h sidc'! of each buoy. Even 

under adverse conditj.ons, disposal generally Look place within 

25 meters of Lhe designated point.. 

Inil:ial disposal of Stamford material took place bet:ween 

Harch 25 and April 22, 1979 at t.he sout:hen1 disposal poini:. After 

April 23, silt from New Haven was dumped at the sout.h Git.e t.O 

provide capping material, and disposal of St:amford spoils ",las 

restrict.ed t.O the north si·te. Disposal of siHc continued until June 

15 when dX'edging was halted to prevent impact to 0YGter larvae by 

sil tation caused by the dredging operation. I.iJ,ewise, dredging of 

Stamford Harbor and associated disposal at -[:he north site was halted 

on June 15. Between June 15 and Llune 21, t.he hopper dredge E:SS1>SONS 

removed sandy Bediment from the mouth of the New Haven harbox' and 

used this material to cap t.he n01:'1:h sit.e" 

Disposal of dredge GPoi.l from St".dm:F.ord Harbor at 1:h8 

southern s1te1f.eached a.total of 37,800 m3 (based on scow load 

records) on April 22, 1979. A survey of the site was conducted on 
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l,pril 24" Lo dot.ermine the c1ist.rihution of spoil mi'l"i:.eriaJ pLio}" t:o 

capping (Figure 2). 'I'his survey indicated t:hat l:he dispor;aJ procedure 

Vlilr; successful in developing a small mound apprm:illlat,ely 100m in 

diameter and 1.25m thick. 

Close examination of the vertical profiles for lanes 13-16 

(Figure 3) indica'Les that the t:opography of this mound \vas qu:Lte 

vilLiable, and thicknesses of two met:ers relative teo the in:i.Li.al 

bot,tom were presen·t. 'l'he rough topography (~xhibi ted inChe vertical 

p:cofiles wa.s subst,antiated by diving observat.ions and atb:ibu·ted to 

Uw cohesive natu('e of the spoils. Toward the ma:rqins of the spoil 

mound, specific barge loads could be identifi.ed as separat',e 'i:opo-' 

'Jraphic feat.ures. 

CaJeula·ti.ons of t.ot:al St.amford f.;poil dcb"c'l:ea rela'tive 

to the bA.seLi.rw survey accounted for approxj,mately 90% of 

the estima.-I:ed volume deposii:ed. 'rhe contour difference chm:i:. 

(Figure 4) indj.cated that: there was additional material p:[,~sent 

beyond "\:,he immedia·te spoil mound, and it was possible that si<]nii'icant 

an1oun'cs of flpoil might no·t be det,ected by acoustic measurement:s. 

'I'his problem was addressed through a combina·tion of visual 

diver observaLi.ons and precision (!SOm spacing) rcn1Ot,e sampling of. 

the fringes of 'l:hE1 mound with a Smith-McIntyre grab. Duri.ng i:he 

period of disposal an ex·tensive population 0.£ the stalk hydro:i.d, 

C::?.Eymorph~! was 9:t'owing over t.he entire bottom. However r when 

dredge Bpoil was present to any si9l1ificant degree, these hydroids 

vJere covered or destroyed. Consequently, dtvers could identify 

Lhe boundary of the spoils by the presence of absence of these 

animals. FurLhermore, the dark, organic spoils provided a sharp 

contras·t to t.he natural, brown oxidized muds of i.:he dispos'al site 

t:hus Lhe thickness of spoils on the margins of the mound could be 

direc'tly measured in the grab sampler. 

The most striking result of these measurement.s was the 

rapid decrease in spoil thickness at the margins of the spoil 

mound. In the east and wes·t directions the change from t.hickness 

greai:er t,han 50 cm ·to less ·than 5 cm occurred bei:ween 100 and 150 

meters fr~m ·the disposal point:; while in i.:he nori:h-south dixection, 

t:,he change was between 50 and 100 m. In either case, it was apparent 
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that t.he cohesive nat.ure of the spoil mat~erial was cr'eaU.ng a 

definite mound witch discernable boundaries that could be detected 

acoustically to a spatial accuracy certai.nly better t.han ~iO meters. 

From t.hese datCl, i.t is apparent. that for cohesive spoils 

dredged with a clamshell bucket and transport:ed by scow, most of 

t:he sediment (> 80%) is "transferred to the bo·l:t.om as a cohesi.ve unit 

and forms a mound, while t:he remaining material forms a 

turbidite type deposit radially from the disposal point sinc(~ the 

coarseness of the particles in the fringe areas have been observed 

to be inveTsely proportionell to distance from the disposal point. 

Furthermore, 1chese da·ta indicated that ·the ini t.ial disposal of 

Stamford material was tightly controlled by the t;aut-wire buoy and 

subsequen·t capping with New Haven ma·terial should be successful. 

Disposal o:E additonal Stamford spoil at the nort:h site was also 

accomplished successfully and a monitoring survey conduci:ed on 

21 May (l?igure 5) indicated the development of a small mound similar 

·to that observed at t.he south si1:e. ':rwenty-six 1.:housand cubic 

meters of Stamford material were deposited at lchis location prior to 

capping. 

As described earlier, silt from New Haven Harbor' was 

dumped on t:he Stamford material at the south site and sand from the 

breakwa-ter area was used to cap the northern site. All capping 

procedures were completed by June 22, 1979. One J'une 20, a survey 

was made o:f.l:he southern site (Figure 6) to determine the success 

of the silt capping operation. The contour chart and the vertical 

p:rofiles (Figure 7) both indicated a dist.inct mound had developed 

at the disposal site with a minimum depth of 16 meters and a thick

ness of up to 4 meters over the Stamford spoils. Because the silt 

material from New Haven was cohesive, the reSUlting spoil mound 

did not have extensive spreading. Although the vertical profiles 

indicate alI Stamford material was capped, futu.re operations with 

silt should be designed "to spread the capping sediment and reduce 

the thickness ·to some extent. The volume of New Haven spoil 

dumped at the south site was es-timated at 76,000 m3 from scow load 

measurements, of which 72,000 m3 , or 95% was accounted for by 

volume calcl~lations. 

v 
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Capping of Stamford spoils at the northern disposal site 

was accomplished in six days using the hopper dredge ESSAYONS to 

create a sand layer. Management 9f this operation was aided by a 

bathyme'tric survey on June 19, to determine any areas that were not 

covered by sand, and the dredge was directed t,o dump additional 

material east of 

final survey was 

capping opera'l:ion 

vertical profiles 

the disposal 

conducted on 

(Figure 8) • 

(Figure 9) 

buoy ,to insure complete coverage. 

June 22, after completion of the 

This su):'vey and the associated 

indicate that all Stamford spoils 

capped by t,he Band mater.ial. HowEiver, since the Band VIas less 

cohesive, it t(mded to flow during deppsition t:hus creating a 

A 

were 

broader, flat,tp.T mound than that: developed by silt at the southern 

si,te. 

At the t:ime of the June 22 survey 1::be cappin~J layer had 

a maximum thickness of 3.5m over the Stamford spoil monnd. This cap 

was a smoot:h blanket of sand tha't divers WE)rB unable t,o penet.rate 

more than 10-15 em by digging with their hands. A calculation of 

the volume of spoil and sand deposited since the May 21 survey 

indicated an increase of 33,000 m 3 • ThilS volume compared favorably 

with dredge volumes specifi~d by the ESSAYONS, however, large cor

rection factors based on density and wate:!;, conten·t of the sand, 

made comparisons tenuous and calculations of volume and percentage 

lost to the water column meaningless. 

']'he results of these surveys indicated that. the capping 

procedures employed during the Stamford/New Haven disposal operation 

were extremely successful. The precisipn disposal of Stamford 

spoils resulted in a small compact mound that was readily covered 

with New Haven material. Apparently, there is little difference 

in the ability of sand or silt to accomplish the desired capping. 

In the case of sand, thE! capping layer is not as thick, but the 

smoo·th, dense nature of the deposi·t acts asa tough, impervious 

blanket over the capped sediment. Sj.it deposits on the other hand, 

derive their capping ability from the cohesive nature of the sediment, 

devEllop:!-ng a thicker "deposit wi til,. rou'i!hE)):' IlIicro-topography. 
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Several recommendations for future capping operations 

can be made based on the data obtained from this study. 

It The spoils to be covered must be cohesive to reduce their 
spatial distribution. This would normally be the case 
since the forces that attract pollutants to the spoils 
also cause cohesion. However, dredging procedures should 
be conducted in a manner to preserve this cohesiveness. 

• Point dumping of the material to be covered should be 
done as accurately as possible, preferably with a taut wire 
moored buoy as a disposal marker. 

• Disposal of the capping material should be accomplished 
as soon as possible also using the buoy as a marker. 

• After disposal of approximately 2/3 of the capping material 
at the disposal point, the remainder should be dumped in 
a circle with a radius equal to that of the initial spoil 
mound to insure capping of the flanks. 

• Monitoring of the capping operation with bathymetric 
techniques should be done during disposal to allow for 
modifications in disposal operations required to insure 
coverage. 

Prior to t.he disposal operation, chemical and biological 

samples were obtained froIn the proposed disposal site to provide 

baseline data for future monitoring. Bulk analyses of sediments 

from each harbor and the disposal site were made and used to develop 

statistical criteria for identifying sediment from each location. 

Using these criteria, it was then possible to confirm that the 

capping material was in fact New Haven spoil and that Stamford 

material was not displaced toward the surface of the mound during 

the capping operation. 

Baseline benthic population parameters and infaunal body 

burden measurements were also made prior to disposal, however, 

post disposal data have not yet been analyzed. 

Although the operational techni,ques for capping Stamford 

material with silt and sand from New Hav~n Harbor were successful, 

the effectiveness of the procedure depenqs on the stability of the 

resultinij cap ami its ability to isolate the enriched spoils from 

the biota and the water column. Consequently, following deposition 



of the spoils t.he thrust of the monitorin9 effort cfliJ.nged to 

evaluat.ion of Uw stabilit:y of the resuli:in<J mounds witch time. P''lil.J.n, 

this was a mnH:idisciplincd effort involvin9 physical, cherrd.cal and 

biological measurements. 

On 7 August 1979, a bathymetric survey of the Nort:h 

disposal site was conducted that indicated 1:hex·e WeI:e no major 

changes in the topography of the spoil mound. Although Lhe specific 

topographic :features be1:ween surveys werre consif3La.11"1:, Lhe mound 

had settle:l or compressed slightly increasing the m("a.n dopth by 

approximat.ely 20 em. Calcula1:ion of volume diffeJ:ences between 1.:he 

June and AU(just surveys indicated that 1:he volume loss due 1:0 1.:his 

compression ware; 1700 m3 • 

A survey oft.he r;outhen1 site was also run on August 7, 

1979 which likewise indica teed no major differences in the spoil mound. 

All t:ransec·ts across the mound had a slight increase of 20·-40 cm 

that was similar t:o t:he settling or consol.i.da1:ion Observed on the 

north mound. Calculation of the spoil volume difh,rence indicat.ed 

the tot.al volume change for the entire survey war; a decrease of 

900 m3 or approximately half the change on ·the nort.h sii:e. There 

v,ras some indica·tion of slumping on t.he north margin of· the spoil 

mound where a broad decrease in depth of 20-40 cm occurred; 

In summary, the resul tes of the August surveys indicated 

no significan·t changes in the spoil mounds or the capping material 

could be detected. Sligh·t settling or consolida·l:ion of both I3poil 

mounds did occur, hm.yever, these resul i:s were expected since the 

spoil mound from the 1974 dredging operation has been sLable for 

several years indicating the containment potential of 1:he disposal 

site. 

A s·econd post-disposal survey was conducted on the sou·thern 

site on November 7 I 1979 (Figure 10). 'rhe results of that survey 

showed a major change in the topography of the spoil mound resulti.ng 

from ·the loss of approximately 10,000 m3 of spoil from the top of 

the mound. Vertical profiles across the cent:er of the mound 

(Figure 11) revealed a flat surface at 19 meters which was also· 

readily apparenL on the contour chart. 
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Although this loss of material did not expose any Stamford 

spoil, further investigations were initiated to determine the 

causes of spoil movement and to evaluate conditions at the other 

sites. 

The flat topography of the spoil surface at a constant 

depth suggested that wave action was most likely responsible for the 

movement of mat.erial and the passage of Hurricane David through the 

area on September 6 provided an energy source to create the wave 

motion required. Consequently, additional work was conducted to 

survey the other disposal sites and to determine the potential 

stress exerted on th.e spoil mounds as a result of the hurricane. 

Surveys were made of the north disposal site and the 1974 New Haven 

spoil mound on November 15, 1979. Both of these surveys were 

conducted using the same precision techniques, and both surveys 

indicated that no significant changes had occurred in eit.her mound 

during the period in which the southern site was affected. 

It is important to note that both the Stamford/New Haven 

North and the 1974 New Haven deposit have minimum depths that are 

less than the southern site, and thus should be more susceptible 

to wave motion. Since these three mounds are all within a mile of 

each other, on a comparatively flat bottom, it is highly unlikely 

that one site would experience markedly different environmental 

stress exerted by 

the other sites. 

currents or wave action than would be expected at 

Therefore, an explanation for the loss of material 

from the southern mound must account for the lack of movement at 

shallower depths through differences between the physical and 

lithological properties of the spoil mounds. 

The Stamford/New Haven North and the 1974 New Haven spoil 

mounds can be distinguished from the southern site on the basis of 

a surface of fine sand material which is probably thicker on the 

newer spoil mound. This lithology is in sharp contrast to the 

cohesive silt surface of the southern mound which is characterized 

by clumps of cohesive clay interspersed within a fine silty matrix. 

Movement of spoil material at the south mound could have 

been caused by stress induced by tidal currents, wave motion or a 

combination of both forces. 'l'here are several reasons to suggest 



that normal tidal currents are not responsible for thE! movement 

of material in this case. First, there has never been any previous 

indication of significant movement of ['poils in this area, either 

on earlier disposal mounds or during this disposal· operation. 
Second, although the motion of the tidal currents is in an east-west 

direction the only observed shift of material is in a north and south 

direction. Finally, a subsequeni survey of the disposal site con

ducted on DecembeJ; 19, 1979 indicated that no further changes in 

the topography had occurred during the month following the original 

detection of spoil loss. Since tidal currents are not likely to 

initiate sediment motion, the most logical explanation would be the 

s·tress exerted on the spoils by wave act.ion or a combination of 

waves and currents. Because Long Island Sound is a relatively pro

·tect:ed area, the generation of long period waves that are capable 

of affecting sediment at depths greater than 18 meters must be a 

rare occurrence. However, the passage of Hurricane David may be 

just such a situtation and may have provided sufficient stress to 

initiate sediment motion. 

To examine this possibility, calculations were made of 

.theoretical shear shtress developed by hurricane waves over the 

rough surface of the south site and compared wi t.h stress developed 

over a smooth surface. These theoretical stresses were then com

pared with estimates of critical shear stress to determine the 

potential for sediment motion. 'rhe calculated shear stress for 

roughness heights similar to those present: on the south site are 

near or exceed the critical value needed for erosion at wave heights 

and periods expected from Hurricane David. In contrast the shear 

stress developed over the smooth sand surface of the other sites 

never exceed the critical value. Consequently, we can conclUde 

tliat the high roughness factor reSUlting from the clumps of cohesive 

sediment on the sou·th site create a greater str(~ss and may cause 

sediment motion under storm wave conditions, while the smoother 

surfaces of the other spoils mounds produce significantly smaller 

stress values thus insuring the stability of the spoils even at 
shallower depths. 

Preliminary data from subsequent surveys of all sites in 

April 1980 show no additional changes to either site indicating 

that both mounds are stable under nominal tide and wave conditions. 



-------

In summary, the effectiveness of capping enriched spoils 

with cleaner material looks promising, but requires additional 

monitoring to evaluate long term stability and recolonization effects. 

The fact that both the sand and silt caps were effective in con

taining the contaminated spoils during the passage of a 10 year 

frequency storm such as Hurricane David is a strong indication of 

the potential of this procedure. 

An explanation for the selective movement of silt material 

on the south site has been proposed based on the interaction of 

storm waves resulting from Hurricane David and the roughness para

meters of the cohesive New Haven spoils. The implications of these 

conclusio.ns are important to. future dispo.sal and/or capping operations. 

Consolidated, cohesive spoils are common in the New England area, 

and clamshell dredges which preserve the cohesive nature of the 

spoils must be used to reduce suspended load and spreading of 

spoils at both the dredging and disposal sites. Consequently, while 

these properties aid in reducing the area of coverage, most spoil 

mounds will have surface roughness comparable to the New Haven south 

site after disposal. These features have been observed at the 

New London site, but the cohesive clumps have broken down over a 

period of time primarily due to biological activity, but also as a 

result of fracturing and erosion (Stewart, 1979 personal communication). 

From the results of this study, it is apparent that the 

stress created by the roughness factor associated with these clumps 

under storm wave conditions is more important than the dept:h of 

the spoil surface, the strength of currents or the cohesive nature 

of the sediment in determining the stability of spoils. The 

occurrence of a major storm such as Hurricane David, before the 

surface of the spoil mound has been smoothed by natural forces thus 

creates a potential for large scale erosion and transport of material. 

Future capping operations with silt, might therefore, con

sider methods to produce a smooth spoil surface at the conslusion 

of the d.umpingprocedure . .Additional. wo:r:k is. needed to determine 



if these smoot:hing procedures are in fact necessary and to more 

accurately evaluate and predict the J~ecurrcnce of the effects 

observed at the New Haven south site. 'I'he pr'oblem of spoil 

stability is being addresBed to some extent under the DAMOS program 

through a combina·tion of bottom turbulence and spoil erosion studies I 

however, the phenomena observed at t.he Centr:al Long I'd.and Sound 

Site emphasize the i.mport.ance of monitoring dispoBal areas and of 

understanding the interaction of the energy regime with spoil 

material. 

OTHER CAPPING PROCEDURES 

In addi tion to the capping operations recently complet'ed 

in Central Long IsJ.and Sound, several proposals for capping of con

tcaminated spoils are presently being consideJ~ed or are currently 

underway. 'rhe dredging of Norwalk Harbor I Connecticu·t includes 

t:wo specific capping procedures in the operation plan. Approxi

mately, 1500 m3 of sediment cont,aminated by a chemical spill of 

napthaleen and nitrobenzine will be placed in a pit dredged from 

the adjacent channel area and covered wii:h cleaner material from 

other secti.ons of the channel. This procedure, which will De closely 

monitored by EPA Region 1 representatives, should isolate1:he con

taminated spoils without requiring transport of the material thereby 

reducing the exposure time of the material to the atmosphere and 

the chances of an accident.al dump or spill. 

Approximately 20,000 m3 of Norwalk material which is 

considered Class III material under Connecl:icut f s spoil classificat.ion 

program will be transported to the Central Long Island Sound di.sposal 

site, deposited at a new taut-wire buoy position and capped in a 

manner similar to that described earlier with additional clean 

dredge material from Norwalk Harbor. 

Current disposal of PCB enriched material from the New York -

New Jersey area which is taking place at the taut-wire buoy placed 

in the Mud Dump is slated for capping with cleaner material in the 

near futtite. Management and monitoring of this operation is under 



) 
control of the New York District of the Corps of Engineers. Although 

\ this qperation hgs many aspects in common with the capping procedure 

\ that took place in Long Island Sound, there are several differences 

that should be considered in developing this management and monitoring 

program: 

• The volume of material to be covered is significantly 
larger, therefore, correspondingly larger volumes of 
suitable capping material must be identified and d:(edged. 

• The disposal site is deeper, which combined with the 
larger volumes of material will expand the areal extent 
of the spoils to be capped. Therefore, some mechanism 
must be provided to monitor and control the capping 
operation to insure coverage. 

The disposal site is exposed to more severe wave action 
than the Long Island Sound Site and therefore, the spoil 
mound should be only as high as necessary to provide an 
adequate cap and should be as smooth as possible to reduce 
the stress exerted by wave action. 

All of these considerations can be readily accomodated 

through implementation of a reasonable management plan centered 

around precision navigation control of the capping operation. 

Furthermore, a monitoring effort oriented toward evaluating the 

stability and containment characteristics of the deposit, and bio

logical parameters beyond the margins of the mound should insure 

that overall environmental impacts are minimal. 

Another approach to capping and containment of contaminated 

~poils has been proposed by Dr. Henry Bokuniewicz and others from 

the State University of New York at Stony Brook. This procedure 

would utilize existing submarine burrow pits resulting from sand 

mining in outer New York harbor as containment sites for contam

inated sediments followed by isolation of the spoils through capping 

wi th sand of similar lithology t.O the surrounding area. 

Several favorable aspects to the use of these burrow pits 

as defined by Dr. Bokuniewicz include: 

• Many of these pits have demonstrated 
fine" sediment, and therefore, should 
of containment sites. 

an ability to trap 
exhibit characteristics . , 



• Filling of the pits and cappi.ng of the GPoils would remove 
pot:entlal zones of anoxic conditions and would reduce the 
effect these deep holes might have on wave energy refract:ion. 

Ie Filling of pits would most l.ikely permit additional . . m.l.nl.ng 
to b~ ,:,ccOIr.J?lished without drastically altering the ambient 
condltlons ln Lower New York Harbor. 

'fhe loca tion of the pits near the area to be dredged makes 
them economically attract.ive. 

However, before such a procedure can be made operational 

several enviJ~onmf'n·tal parameters must: be assessed; most impor1:ant 

of these is 1:he stability of the contaminated sediment deposit in 
the burrow pit prior to and after disposal of the capping ma1:erial. 

This concern is warranted due 1:0 the shallow ambient bot.tom 

(approximately 4.5m) in the area and the average depth of the pit 

which is generally less than 15 met.ers. Therefore, any deposits in 

these pits would have surface depths on t.he order of 10 meters and 

be susceptible to extensive wave action. Dat:a on existing sediment 

lithology indicate, however, that silty deposits do exist in these 

pits at depths of 9 meters, thus suggesting containment is possible. 

Obviously, contaminated spoils should be capped as soon as possible 

to reduce the potential for dispersion. 

Once deposited, the sand cap should not be subject. to 

erosion, since comparisions of bat.hyme1:ric surveys over a period 

of years have shown only minor changes in the overall t.opography of 

the area. There will, however, always be an inherently unstable 

condition when dense sand is placed over less dense mud, and it is 

possiblet.hat: deformation and sinking of the sand cap might occur. 

'fhe conditions causing this deformation and the rate at which it 

might occur have no·t yet been fully evaluated. 

COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH CAPPING 

'1'he additional expenses required to conduct a capping 

operation are directly related to the availability of suitable 

capping material. The operating costs associated with installation 

of taut.-wire buoys or use of precision navigation systems to control 

the dumping operations are qIJi te .small in t:apns of the. overall pro

ject costs. Therefore, if suitable capping material is available 



in an ilrea l:ha t. mnst be dredged ilS part of the proj ect being consi.dered 

or associatc,(! wj.th otlier p:coj ects, t:hen proper management of the 

dredging and disposal operation can produce a capped d(~posit; at very 

li ttle eXIJonse. 

However, if additional dredging must be done to provide 

cappin9 mat.erial the costs will increase substantially. On the 
? 

St.i1mfordjNm'l Hdven operation, approximately 30,000 mJ of contaminated 

rnaterj.al were capp8d with sand, urd.ng the hopper dredge ESSAYONS for 

approximately !?J 4 0,000. Since it was necessary too dredge this sand 

to opcm the onter channel of New Haven harbor Lhese cost did not. 

consti t;ut.c an addi t:ion to the pxograrn. However, they do indicate 
'I:he expensNl involved for additional dredg ing . It: fihould be 

remembered t.hat it may be necessary for the volume of the cap to 

be subst.antially qroat.er than that of the cont.aminated material, 

and therefore, costs for dredg;i.ng this cap could be more than the 

initial operation. 

SUMMARY 

under ce:rtain condi t.ions, the use of uncontaminated dredge 

material to cap con'Laminated sediment appears to be an operat.ionally 

feasible, cost-effective and environmentally sound method for 

disposal in the marine environment. Although additional management 

and operational controls are required to conduct these procedures, 

they are neither expensive nor complicated and are certainly within 

the capabilities of ·todays dredging and disposal technology. 

The operational feasibility of the technique has been 

demonstrated at the Central 1,0ng Island Sound site, and its appli

ca tion to deeper wa t:ers on the shelf is currently being accomplished 

through the procedures at the Mud Dump Site in New York Bight. 

Altho\l9h init.ial indications concerning the environmental considera

tions of cappi.ng nre favorable, continued monitoring must. be con

ducted ·to insure long term effects such as sand/silt instabilities, 

bioturbation, s·torm effects, etc. do not reduce the effectiveness 

of the cap in isolai:ing contaminants from the environment. 
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